Previous research considered impacts of monetary and output uncertainty on the demand for money in Australia using a linear model and found that while output volatility has significantly positive effects, money supply volatility does not. Furthermore, predictive power of the linear model was very low. In this paper we use a nonlinear model and a new measure of uncertainty known as policy uncertainty and show that this new measure has significantly long-run asymmetric effects on the demand for money in Australia. Due to nonlinear adjustment of policy uncertainty measure, the new nonlinear model has a very high predictive power. The adjusted R 2 moves from 0.30 in the linear model to 0.80 in the nonlinear model.
I. Introduction
In 1979 when the Fed switched its policy from fixing interest rates to targeting monetary aggregates, it missed its inflation target. Many attributed this failure to the failure of monetarist model of quantity theory of money. Friedman (1984) then argued that failure to achieve the inflation target was not due to failure of quantity theory, but rather due to volatility of money supply. He argued that money supply volatility could affect velocity of money and disturb the quantity theory of money. The implication is that the volatility of money supply could be a determinant of velocity or the demand for money, since velocity represents the linear combination of quantity of money supplied (or demanded at equilibrium), price level, and the level of output. If monetary volatility or monetary uncertainty can affect the demand for money, why not output volatility or uncertainty.
Indeed, Choi and Oh (2003) presented a theoretical model that shows, indeed, output volatility can also affect the demand for money. These two uncertainty measures are said to affect public's decision to hold more or less money, depending on their expectations. If public expect high rate of inflation due to any uncertainty measure, they will hedge against it by holding more real assets and less cash. However, if they associate output and money volatility with uncertain future in terms of job prospects, they will hold more cash today.
The literature on the demand for money is so large that each country has its own literature and our country of concern, Australia is no exception. Studies that have estimated the demand for money and have tried to establish its stability are: Karfakis and Parikh (1993) , Haque and AlMutairi (1996) , Felmingham and Zhand (2001) , Bahmani-Oskooee and Chomsisengphet (2002) , and Valadkhani (2005) . These studies have estimated the demand for different monetary aggregate using data from different periods without including any measure of monetary and output uncertainty. After reviewing these studies in detail, Bahmani-Oskooee and Xi (2011) included the 3 two uncertainty measures in their specification and showed that the estimation results depend on how uncertainty measures are constructed.
Clearly, uncertainty introduced in the economy is not just due to volatility of money supply or real output. Today, perhaps, terrorism and political disputes create a more uncertain environment than anything else. Therefore, a more comprehensive measure of uncertainty should be the one that includes changes in macro policies such as money supply, output, taxes, spending, regulations, etc.
Indeed, such measure is constructed by Economic Uncertainty Group for many countries including Australia.
1 The measure is known as measure of policy uncertainty and to construct it the Group searches for such terms as "policy", "tax", "spending", "regulation", "central bank", "budget", "uncertain", "uncertainty", "deficit", etc. from as many news papers as possible in each country and then a normalized index of the volume of news articles is constructed. While one news outlet may discuss a specific aspect of uncertainty by one policy, another outlet may discuss another aspect. The higher such discussions assoctaed with different uncertainty factor, the higher the importance of the news and the larger the "policy uncertainty" measure. In order to see how this new measure performs over time in Australia, we plot the measure in Figure 1 .
Figure 1 goes about here
Our goal in this paper are two folds: First, how responsive is the demand for money in Australia to the new measure of policy uncertainty. Second, is the elasticity of money demand with regards to policy uncertainty the same for an increase in uncertainty as compared to a decrease in uncertainty, i.e., does policy uncertainty have symmetric or asymmetric effects on the demand for money in Australia. To this end, in Section II we introduce the models and methods. The results are reported in Section III. While Section IV concludes the paper, data sources and definition of variables are cited in an Appendix.
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II. The Models and Methods
In formulating the demand for money in any country, it is a common practice to include a scale variable such as a measure of real income (Y) to account for transaction demand for money and interest rate (R) as a measure of opportunity cost of holding money. Furthermore, to account for currency substitution, the nominal effective exchange rate (EX) is also included. Finally, to assess the impact of policy uncertainty (PU), we add it to our specification. Thus, we begin with the following long-run demand for money in Australia:
where M is the quantity of money demanded. Following conventional wisdom, we expect an estimate of b to positive and that of c to be negative. As for the effects of exchange rate changes, while the original conjecture and idea belongs to Mundell (1963) , Arango and Nadiri (1980) argued that a depreciation, i.e., a decline in EX variable, raises domestic currency value of foreign assets. If this increase is perceived as an increase in wealth, then the demand for domestic money will increase yielding a positive estimate of d. On the other hand, Bahmani-Oskooee and Pourheydarian (1992) argued that as domestic currency depreciates, if public expect further depreciation, they may hold more of foreign currency and less of domestic currency, thus, a positive estimate for d. Finally, as discussed in the previous section, policy uncertainty could have negative or positive impact on the demand for money depending on public's expectation.
Coefficient estimates of (1) by any method are long-run estimates. In order to infer short-run effects, we incorporate short-run dynamics by specifying (1) in an error-correction format. Since some variables such as policy uncertainty measure could be stationary or integrated of order zero, I(0), and some like income could be integrated of order one, I(1), an approach in which variables could be combination of I(0) and I(1) is that of Pesaran et al. (2001) as outlined by (2) Engle and Granger (1987) where rather than including lagged value of the error term from (1) in (2), Pesaran et al. (2001) included linear combination of lagged level variables which is equal to εt-1 by deduction. They then recommend applying the F test to establish joint significance of lagged level variables as a sign of cointegration. They tabulate new critical values for this F test that account for integrating properties of variables.
2 Once cointegration is established, estimates of ρ1-ρ4 normalized on ρ0 reflect long-run effects and coefficient estimates attached to first-differenced variables reflect short-run effects.
One main assumption in (1) or (2) is that impact of policy uncertainty on the demand for money is symmetric. However, this need not be the case. Assume 5% increase in uncertainty measure induces public to reduce their cash holding by 10%. Decreased uncertainty by 5% may induce public to hold cash by less than 10% because due to less uncertain environment, they could allocate their portfolio towards more real assets or other financial assets. The asymmetric effects of policy uncertainty measure could also be due to change in public's expectation. Assume public hold less cash due to an uncertain environment for some time. Even if uncertainty is reduced in the following period, public still may hold less cash and more real assets if they expect additional increased uncertainty in the following period. In order to assess the asymmetric effects of policy uncertainty measure, we follow Shin et al. (2014) and form ΔLnPU which includes positive as well as negative changes. From this series, we use the concept of partial sum and generate two new time-6 series variables as:
In (3) the POS variable which is the partial sum of positive changes reflects only increased policy uncertainty. Similarly, the NEG variable which is the partial sum of negative changes reflects only decreased policy uncertainty. We then go back to error-correction model (2) 
Due to method of constructing the POS and NEG variables, Shin et al. (2014) call specification (3), a nonlinear ARDL model while (2) is labeled the linear ARDL model. They then demonstrate that Pesaran et al.' s bounds testing approach is equally applicable to (4). Furthermore, they argue due to dependency between the two partial sum variables, they should be treated as a single variable in (4) so that when we move from (2) to (4) critical values of the F test stay the same. Once (4) is estimated by the OLS method using a set criterion, a few asymmetry hypothesis could be tested. First, policy uncertainty could have short-run asymmetric effects on the demand for money if at each lag estimate of λ + is different than estimate of λ -. Second, if number of optimum lags on ΔPOS is different than number of lags on ΔNEG, that will be an indication of adjustment asymmetry. Third, we will establish short-run cumulative or impact asymmetry if
Finally, long-run asymmetric effects of policy uncertainty will be established if estimates of 
III. The Results
In this section we try to estimate both the linear and nonlinear ARDL models outlined by equations (2) and (4) presenting the results, we report some descriptive statistics in Table 1 Table 1 goes about here
In Table 1 not only we report descriptive statistics for each variable, but also we report the unit root test results by applying the well-known ADF test to the level and first differenced variables. As can be seen, all variables are first-differenced stationary, I(1), except the policy uncertainty measure which is stationary or I(0). Indeed, this justifies using the ARDL models which require variables to be combination of I(0) and I(1) but not I(2). Next we report estimate of each optimum linear and nonlinear ARDL model in Table 2 . reveal that all normalized long-run estimates are significant and carry their expected signs. Income elasticity is positive and highly significant and interest rate elasticity is negative and highly significant. The nominal effective exchange rate carries a significantly positive coefficient, implying that as Australian dollar depreciates, Australians hold less of domestic currency and more of foreign currency.
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As for the effects of policy uncertainty measure, it appear that both partial sum variables, i.e., POS and NEG carry significantly positive coefficient estimates, implying that increased uncertainty will induce public to hold more domestic currency and decreased uncertainty will induce them to hold less domestic currency. We have also reported size of adjusted R 2 to judge good ness of fit. As can be seen the nonlinear model yields a much higher adjusted R 2 than the linear model, supporting nonlinear adjustment of the policy uncertainty variable. It is also a common practice to establish stability of the coefficient estimates. Following the literature, we apply the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ test. Clearly, all estimates are stable as indicated in Panel C. We have also reported the Wald-S to determine if there is evidence of short-run cumulative asymmetric effects of policy uncertainty. Since the Wald-S statistic is insignificant, we do not have evidence of short-run cumulative asymmetric effects.
However, from the short-run coefficient estimates we gather that at each specific lag, ΔPOS carries 6 Note that in the nonlinear model, the long-run demand for money is specified as:
. To engage in some sensitivity analysis, we change the threshold level in constructing the partial sum variables from zero to 2 and ask if an increase in the measure of policy uncertainty more than 2% still has asymmetric effects on the demand for money compared to a decline in the measure of policy uncertainty that is less than 2% as outlined by (5) The results are reported in Table 3 and as can be seen, there is no change in our previous conclusion that increased uncertainty increases the demand for money in Australia and decreased uncertainty reduces the demand for money, but in an asymmetric manner. Indeed, long-run elasticity is higher for reduced policy uncertainty measure. 
IV. Concluding Remarks
In addition to being concerned about stability of the demand for money, researchers have tried to identify its main determinants in order to better formulate monetary policy. Measures of money and output volatility are two uncertainty measures that have been identified by previous research to affect the demand for money. Increase in any of the two uncertainty measures could have positive or negative impact on the demand for money. On the one hand, increased uncertainty could induce people to hold more cash today in order to cover themselves in the future. On the other hand, if they perceive any uncertainty to result in an inflationary environment, they may hold less cash and more real assets to hedge against inflation.
However, volatility of money supply and output are not the only variables that introduce uncertainty into economic environment. Changes in political regimes, regulations, taxes, budgets, trade deals, etc. all contribute to an uncertain environment. To incorporate all these factors in a single measure of uncertainty, the Economic Policy Uncertainty Group has introduced a relatively more comprehensive measure of uncertainty in many developed countries known as "Policy Uncertainty". In each country they search as many newspapers as possible for such words as "policy", "tax", "spending", "regulation", "central bank", "budget", "uncertain", uncertainty", "deficit", etc. From this search every month, they construct a normalized index of the volume of news articles as a measure of policy uncertainty.
Previous research assessed the impact of monetary and output volatility or uncertainty on the demand for money in Australia using a linear model and found that while output uncertainty has significantly positive long-run effects, monetary undertainty does not. Furthermore, the size of adjusted R 2 was very low (0.28) which reduces predictive power of estimates. In this paper, we use the newlly constructed ploicy uncertainty measure in order to assess the impact of policy uncertainty on the demand for money in Australia. In addition to using the linear ARDL model like previous research, we also use the nonlinear ARDL model which helps us to determine if effects of policy uncertainty are asymmetric. Indeed, the results reveal that measure of policy uncertainty has significant asymmetric effects on the demand for money in Australia. Decreased policy uncertainty reduces the demand for cash in Australia and increased uncertainty increases it, but at different rates. Furthermore, the adjusted R 2 in this newelly specified nonlinear model was more than 0.80, which makes nonlinear model more attractive than the linear model.
APPENDIX Data Definition and Sources
Quarterly data over the period 1998 II -2016 II are used to carry out the estimation. The main restriction for using data prior to 1998 is unavailability of data on policy uncertainty. Data are collected from the following sources: Std Dev is standard deviation. * and ** denote statistical significance at the 10% and 5% confidence levels, respectively. Number inside the parenthesis is the number of lags selected by AIC. a. Numbers inside the parentheses are absolute value of t-ratios. *, ** indicate significance at the 10% and 5% levels respectively. b. The upper bound critical value of the F-test for cointegration when there are four exogenous variables is 3.52 (4.01) at the 10% (5%) level of significance. These come from Pesaran et al. (2001, Table CI, Case III, p. 300) . c. The critical value for significance of ECMt-1 is -3.66 (-3.99 ) at the 10% (5%) level when k =4. The comparable figures when k = 5 in the nonlinear model are -3.86 and -4.19 respectively. These come from Pesaran et al. (2001, Table CII, Case III, p. 303) . d. LM is the Lagrange Multiplier statistic to test for autocorrelation. It is distributed as χ 2 with 1 degree of freedom. The critical value is 2.70 (3.84) at the 10% (5%) significance level. e. Both Wald tests are also distributed as χ 2 with one degree of freedom. The critical value is 2.70 (3.84) at the 10% (5%) significance level. a. Numbers inside the parentheses are absolute value of t-ratios. *, ** indicate significance at the 10% and 5% levels respectively. b. The upper bound critical value of the F-test for cointegration when there are four exogenous variables is 3.52 (4.01) at the 10% (5%) level of significance. These come from Pesaran et al. (2001, Table CI, Case III, p. 300) . c. The critical value for significance of ECMt-1 is -3.66 (-3.99 ) at the 10% (5%) level when k =4. The comparable figures when k = 5 in the nonlinear model are -3.86 and -4.19 respectively. These come from Pesaran et al. (2001, Table CII, Case III, p. 303) . d. LM is the Lagrange Multiplier statistic to test for autocorrelation. It is distributed as χ 2 with 1 degree of freedom. The critical value is 2.70 (3.84) at the 10% (5%) significance level. e. Both Wald tests are also distributed as χ 2 with one degree of freedom. The critical value is 2.70 (3.84) at the 10% (5%) significance level.
